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Innovation Necessity: When many 

people hear the word “Innovation” 

they think of a service that created a 

category: Xerox or FedEx. Or, they 
think of one that made bold, brilliant 

moves to earn a leadership position in 

an emerging space: Google, Facebook, 

Uber and Airbnb. 
 

They may claim that innovation is one 

of their organization’s core values or 

core pillars, but no one there can 

quite articulate how their formal 

innovation programs works. 

 

Or, you hear bitterness in their voice: 

“They tried Innovation, once.” This is 

a composite sketch of many similar 

stories. 

 

They procured modest funding, were 

given some time away from their 

other role, and were charged to bring 

back something big, something 

disruptive. On the organization’s dime 

they went to a few conferences, read 

a few books, even took a workshop. 

By retooling themselves they 

reoriented how they see the business, 

their mental model of reality. Worlds 

of possibilities began to open to them 

– new products, services, adaptations 

to the business model and, yes, a new 

platform that would position the 

organization for optimum growth 

fueled by radically disrupting the 

industry. 

 

Rife with potential and inspired by this 

license to innovate, they morphed 

together several methods and tools. 

They got fresh, first-hand insights from 

the people who use their products 

and services. They enrolled a few 

others to join this positive, creative 

revolution inside the company. The 

team was electrified, intent on 

creating not only some cool things, 

but by the prospect of really helping 

people have a great experience with 

their company’s products and 

services. 

 

The initial business case seemed 

irrefutable. With the zeal of a business 

prophet a presentation was given to 

senior leadership. A portfolio of 

concepts that could, with modest 

investment, change the course of the 

organization for the better were ready 

to implement. 

 

Then, all of the momentum crashed 

into a wall. “We’d like to thank you 

and your team for this new thinking,” 

says one executive. “We’ve invested a 

lot into this program, but now is just 

not the time to actually try these ideas 

in the market.” 

 

“From this point, just go back to your 

former role full-time,” says the 

crestfallen one’s director. 

 

From this point in the organization’s 

history, this is the perception of 

Innovation – a few rebel cells in an 

otherwise orderly body. Yet in reality, 

the concepts were valid, tethered to 

the larger context of the company’s 

identity and strategy. Generating 

valuable ideas was not the problem. 

If you want a value-generating 

innovation program, you have to 

first craft a culture that accepts 

innovation before the 

commission of a project. Start 

with the executive team. 

 

Culture first, then concepts – 

otherwise, you’ll have a business that 

thinks it has checked the Innovation 

Box, proven it’s just a fad, and gets 

back to the same old things, a 

calcifying culture. 
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Important Notice 
© Copyright 2017, Bizezia Limited, All 

Rights Reserved 
 

This article appeared in Better Business 

Focus, published by Bizezia Limited ("the 

publisher"). It is protected by copyright law 

and reproduction in whole or in part without 

the publisher’s written permission is strictly 

prohibited. The publisher may be contacted 

at info@bizezia.com (+44 (0)1444 884220). 

Images are taken from Creative Commons 

(CC) – such images may be subject to 

copyright. Creative Commons is a non-profit 

organisation that enables the sharing and use 

of creativity and knowledge through free 

legal tools. The front cover graphic in this 

issue is “Progress” by NAVFAC is licensed 

under CC BY 2.0. 

 

Articles and information contained herein are 

published without responsibility by us, the 

publisher or any contributing author for any 

loss howsoever occurring as a consequence 

of any action which you take, or action which 

you choose not to take, as a result of this 

publication or any view expressed herein. 

Whilst it is believed that the information 

contained in this publication is correct at the 

time of publication, it is not a substitute for 

obtaining specific professional advice and no 

representation or warranty, expressed or 

implied, is made as to its accuracy or 

completeness. 

 

Any hyperlinks in the article were correct at 

the time this article was published but may 

have changed since then. Likewise, later 

technology may supersede any which are 

specified in the article. 

 

The information is relevant primarily within 

the United Kingdom but may have application 

in other locations. These disclaimers and 

exclusions are governed by and construed in 

accordance with English Law. 
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